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Our Information Center has
fact sheets and bulletins that
will come in handy during the
holiday season. We have
information on wreath making,
eating for health, and financial
management. The following tip
comes from a fact sheet called
"Greener Christmas Tree."
A way to help make a
Christmas tree last longer is to
make up a solution using the
following ingredients:

Cover: Financial management
coordinator Don Foreman
checks in on session with

4 tsp. of Clorox
Z c. of Karo corn syrup
4 tbsp. of chelated iron
1 gallon of boiling water
When the water is cooled,
cut off two to four inches oft
stem and put the tree in the
solution, which will be drawn
into the trunk and branches.
(From the Arizona Daily Star.)
For a free copy to share
with a friend, call 772-8953, o
visit our Information Center.

Binghamton Precast employ
and volunteer counselor Helen
Zaverton.

Family
Living With Toddlers
and Two-Year-Olds
V. Sue Atkinson
Home Econo mics Program
Assistant
I had to be at work early
that day. My a lmost-two-yearo ld daughter was fast asleep.
(Why didn't she ever sleep late
on the mornings when I was
staying home?) I enjoyed the
luxury of getting dressed and
ready in solitude. I packed a
picnic breakfast for her to eat
in the car or at the sitter's. I
got my things together and
packed her bag. I got her

clothes out. I planned to wake
her, dress her, and put her in the
car, reasoning that the extra
half-hour or more of sleep she
gained would help her have a
better day. This routine had
worked for us only a few weeks
before. But this morning was
different. "Do all by self!" she
cried as I tried to dress her. She
tore off the couple of articles
of clothing I had managed to get

..-

on. She refused help even as
she cried from frustration while
attempting to pull a shirt over
her head.
Somehow (I've repressed the
details), we managed to get out
the door that morning, and
later on, away from the line of
fire, I realized that our new
morning routine would have to
include a lot more time, simpler
clothing, and a lot of reminders
to myself about what we might
call the "Big Picture."
The Big Picture is a longterm perspective on what's
going on with our kids that
allows the parents of stubborn
toddlers to see not just negative
behavior, but a struggle to be
independent, to grow from
babyhood, to begin that long
process of becoming separate
people from us, their parents.
And while that process is lifelong, certain stages of our kids'
development seem to be
particularly challenging•
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Why is the toddler period a
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the next, toddlers are working
hard at developing a sense of
autonomy, a feeling of
themselves as separate people
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from their parents. They are
discovering the power, variety,
and fun of language - and we
hear this in the form of "me,"
"mine," and "no!" They are
developing social interests and
skills, but this takes a lot of
practice and direction from
adults, and it's often difficult
to see this worthwhile goal in
the grabbing, pushing, or even
biting that can accompany
early attempts to socialize. In
many ways, the toddlers'
struggles for independence and
the quick swings from baby to
child remind us of the
adolescent who also struggles
to separate from parents and
appears to be a child one
minute and surprisingly grownup the next.
While popular opinion grants
that toddlers are difficult, the
expectations for parents are
high. We are expected to get
more done, whether it be
working outside the home or in
it, now that our child is no
longer a baby. Selma
Greenberg, in her book, Right
From the Start, offers an
interesting analysis of this
situation. She believes that
mothers are encouraged to focus
on the physical care they give
their infants - feeding,
changing, bathing, and so forth,
rather than on other needs that
they are simultaneously m eeting
for stimulation, language,
affection, and new experiences.
As the baby becomes a toddler
and begins to learn to feed,
toilet, and dress herself, the
mother's physical-care tasks
become cooking meals, cleaning
the bathroom, and doing the
laundry. But this is not child
care, this is housework, and
toddlers perceive this as a
withdrawal of mother's
attention from them t9 other
tasks and respond negatively. If
we see parenting in terms of
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meeting not only physical needs,
but developmental, educational,
spiritual, and social needs as
well, we are less likely to
equate caring for a house and
caring for a child. This
realization doesn't get the
housework done, of course, but
it does help us set priorities and
value time spent with children,
as well as help us understand a
possible origin of our toddlers'
seemingly clinging or demanding
behavior.

UNDERSTANDING
HELPS
Understanding how toddlers
think and feel is no guarantee
that we'll have the patience or
skills to deal positively with
them all the time, but it can
he lp. Toddlers often frustrate
their parents by fussing,
clinging, and attempting to
follow us as we move about the

house. But when we sit down to
play with them, they are all
over, coming back to us only
occasionally for "recharging."
This is a normal pattern of
movement for a toddler, coming
and going from a central adult
who provides a secure and
stationery "home base," and
staying close to a moving adult.
This movement pattern may
have insured survival for our
ancient ancestors, but whatever
the origin, it persists today,
often to our frustration.
This same ancient survival
instinct may explain the
common phenomenon of the
toddler who has boundless
energy for running and playing
at the park, but when it's time
to go, simply cannot walk along
nicely and ends up being carried
home. P enelope Leach, a uthor
of several popular books for
parents, explains that for
toddle rs, walking simply isn't a
December 1987
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way to get from place to place,
but a way to move out from and
come back to the parent. This
same pattern can be observed in
mother and baby monkeys at
the zoo. Don't fight it; bring
the stroller or backpack, Leach
advises.
Our ancestry may also
explain toddlers' tendencies
toward picky eating habits.
Some researchers, calling this
phenomena "food neophobia,"
speculate that refusing all but
familiar food may have been a
functional behavior for an
outdoor-dwelling toddler who
began to wander beyond his
parents' watchful eyes,
protecting him from poisoning
himself until he was old enough
to know which roots and berries
were table fare.
It's difficult to know how
valid these theories are, and
how much we or our children
are affected by generations
past, but it can be comforting
and reassuring to find that the
frustrating and seemingly
illogical behavior we see in our
children is first, nearly
universal, and second, may have
a certain logic to it.·
HOW DOWE
LIVE WITH THEM?

So now we understand them.
But how do we live with them?
Enjoy the empathy that
parents of two-year-olds
receive. Most people
recognize this stage as a
trying one and will truly
sympathize with your
struggles and extraordinary
need for patience and
stamina. My daughter is
three now, and frankly, I
miss it. I recently
threatened to burn the next
article I pick up that tells
me how easy and delightful
three-year-olds are •••
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Find a "middle road"
between treating your
toddler or two-year-old as a
baby or a preschooler. Some
very verbal toddlers can
make us forget that even
though they sound like
preschoolers, they are not their thinking processes are
those of a toddler who
cannot think ahead,
empathize, remember
things, or make decisions and
stick to them as a
preschooler can. A middle
road allows a toddler to
explore, to reach out and
try, but insures against
disaster. It allows her to
learn from her experiences
but modifies the results so
that the experiences are
manageable.
Use positive methods of
discipline that are not only
effective now, but in the Big
Picture. Dr. Thomas
Lickona in Raising Good
Children suggests these:
- Maximize opportunities
for safe exploration. This
allows toddlers to meet
their need to learn about
the world with a minimum
of restrictions and allows
us to keep the rules and
"no-nos" to a manageable
few.
- Teach limits. Toddlers
can begin to learn a few
simple, consistently
applied rules and reasons
why they're important. (I
know, it's tough to be
consistent and none of us
are, but it's worth the
effort to be as consistent
as we can be.)
- Along with rules, teach
appropriate alternatives.
"We don't color on the
walls, but we can color on
paper."
- Use distraction. As kids
get older, a simple "Hey,
look over here" won't

-

-

-
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distract them as it would
when they were babies,
but offering another
activity or changing the
subject may end a battle
of wills that- is always a
no-win situation with a
toddler.
Avoid spanking.
Authorities differ in their
opinions on the
appropriateness of
spanking for older
children, but it is almost
universally accepted that
spanking toddlers just
doesn't work, leads to
more negativity on the
child's part and to the
danger of escalating
physical force on the _part
of the parent.
Make toddlers want what
we want. This is an age
when all those little tricks
can work wonders ·"Which hand do you want
to hold crossing the
street?" "Can you get to
the table before I do?"
"Come and see the
surprise in the bathtub!"
Singing your way through
dressing, toothbrushing,
and car rides, playing
games that end with toys
in boxes - it's exhausting
to keep inventing these,
but they often work, and
the rewards are evident
for everyone.
When even tricks don't
work, or when you run out
of energy thinking of new
ones, a brief "time out"
may be called for (usually
the rule is one minute for
each year of age.)
Limited use of "logical
consequences" also may be
appropriate; for example,
taking away a toy that is
being thrown repeatedly.
Provide playmates for
your toddler or two-yearold if at all possible, but
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don't expect them to play
"nicely" without
supervision. Toddlers
don't share. The ability to
move around and grab
things on their own is so
recently acquired, their
sense of self so
intertwined with their
possessions, and their
ability to see things from
another person's
perspective so limited,
that it's just not in their
nature. The willingness to
share will come, from
maturing, from gentle
reminders about who had
the toy first and help in
finding another, from
being fortunate enough to
be in an environment
where there really is
enough for everyone, and
from repeated
experiences in finding that
they do get their turn.
But this all takes time,'
and it takes intervention
from adults. Meanwhile,
toys that accommodate
more than one child, (such
as blocks and trucks,
parallel play activities,
such as playdough or
crayons, or playground
activities) may lessen the
struggles over toys.
- Keep them busy. A bored
toddler is invariably a
difficult toddler. Toddlers
approach life with
intensity, and their
emerging abilities allow
them • to benefit from usino
0
a variety of materials purchased, homemade, or
handed-1:l.own toys and
household materials.
Opportunities to play with
water, mud, sand, stones,
leaves, and other natural
materials; blocks; things to
sort and group; containers
to empty and fill; items
for domestic play
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(dustcloth, pots and pans,
toy vacuum cleaner);
dress-up clothes; dolls and
stuffed animals; climbing,
slid!Jlg, and swinging
equipment; push and pull
toys; riding toys; balls;
books; simple craft
materials; and rhythm
instruments will delight
toddlers. (Both boys and
girls can enjoy all of these
play materials.)
- Take them out. Toddlers
love to go places, and the
everyday errands we only
tolerate are exciting to
small children in the right
doses. If children are
allowed and encouraged to
participate (even though
it can make the errand
last longer), they will
enjoy it even more.
Helping tc put the
groceries on the checkout
counter, talking to the
cashier, handing over the
money and getting change,
mailing letters, and riding
escalators are real
adventures for one- and
two-year-olds! A ride on a
city bus was absolutely the
event of the year for a
toddler I know, and my
daughter's idea of an
exciting vacation activity

has always been a trip to
the laundromat.
- Give yourself a break.
While toddlers are quite
attached to their parents,
most will tolerate, and
often enjoy, time with the
other parent, grandparent,
family friend, or other
trusted adult for at least a
short period of time.
Toddlers' and two-yearolds' needs are intense,
and a short break can
recharge us for the
difficult, challenging, and
incredibly important task
of meeting them positively
and effectively.

For more information on
this age group, request from our
Information Center:
Terrific and Terrible TwoYear-Olds, 30¢
Nourishing and Nurturing TwoYear-Olds, $1.50
Choosing Child Care for Infants
and Toddlers, 30¢
A Day in Day Care: A Program
for Two-Year-Olds, $2.50
Planning a Toddler Playgroup in
Your Own Home, 30¢

RESOURCES:
Right From the Start, Selma
Greenberg, Houghton
Mifflin, 1978.
Your Baby and Child,
Penelope Leach, Alfred A.
Knopf, 1977.
Raising Good Children,
Thomas Lickona, Bantam
Books, 1983.
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